
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 
Management strategies are the third major management concern and challenge that we
will discuss. In this section, we will focus on three stages of classroom management:
before instruction, during instruction, and after instruction. All management strategies
are used to help develop welcoming classroom learning communities where students
can learn effectively.

Before Instruction

Teachers need to take several steps before starting any classroom lesson in order to en-
sure a smoothly running classroom.First, teachers must establish classroom norms about
what is acceptable behavior. Second, they must establish an atmosphere that fosters
“good”behavior. Third, they must set up agreements,or contracts,with students to define
objectives,choices,and consequences of behavior.Fourth, they must anticipate problems
before they happen.

Establishing Norms for Acceptable Student Behavior 
In order to establish acceptable student behavior, many teachers begin a school year by
setting general class rules and ground rules for behavior during different types of lessons
(such as investigations, reading time, or computer sessions). As discussed earlier in this
chapter, an important question to ponder when setting rules is whether the teacher
should determine acceptable classroom norms or whether the teacher should involve
students in the development of those norms.

Kamii (1984, 1991) and Kamii, Clark, and Dominick (1994) argue that children need
to invent ethical meanings. Katz (1984) suggests that getting children to comply with
rules does not develop the primary goal of generating good children.What does is giving
children choices and helping children learn for themselves in a caring classroom com-
munity. Haberman (1995) stresses that children in poverty quickly learn to rebel against
mandates for compliance. In other words, teachers need to move beyond simply enforc-
ing rules.Kohn (1996) writes that it is far better to ask children to create rules—but even

Portfolio Activity 10.9 CONDUCTING A SAFETY AUDIT

Materials Needed:
• A copy of Table 10.9
• Permission to conduct a safety audit of a classroom

A. Obtain permission from proper school personnel (such
as the principal and teacher) to conduct a safety audit
of a classroom.

B. Study the features of the classroom. Observe a science
lesson.

C. Audit the school and classroom for the safety
concerns listed in Table 10.9. What recommendations
would you make to the teacher or school to improve
safety?

D. Record your recommendations in your portfolio.
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Key Idea 

Before instruction
starts, it is important
to establish norms
for the classroom,
create an atmos-
phere for fostering
positive behavior,
set up contracts, and
anticipate possible
problems before
they occur.
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